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NEWSPAGES - GRAPHICAL 
Your NewsPages Graphical is a self-maintainable list of your products, with simple layouts and an option to 
give your products a short and long description, this is suitable for products that don’t need to be categorized 
or have the need to display prices. 

You will find the NewsPages Graphical underneath MyWebApps. 

ADDING A NEWS PAGE 

To add a news article you will need to give your page a Heading which is limited to 75 characters, then you can 
give your news article and short description limited to 100 characters, your news article long description is a 
detailed write up of your news article.  

Lastly choosing images to represent your news article, you can choose a total of 6 different images to 
represent your news article, but please take note the only layouts that will show all six images is Table View 
and Responsive Grid View. 
To choose an image click on the block that says *Add Image* where you will be given the option to *Choose 
From Existing Pictures* or *Upload New Image* once you’ve chosen your image click on *Add Image*. 

After you have chosen all the images you would like to use Click on *Add news article * to add the entry to 
your website. 
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CHOOSING A LAYOUT 

You have 6 different layouts to choose from, to preview each layout click on the drop down *Default View* 
and select the layout you would like to preview.  

Drop Down 

Preview 

Once you have chosen the layout you would like to use you can choose between *Picture Covers Block* 
(Which stretches the picture to cover the block, this may cause some of your picture to be cut off) and 
*Picture is Contained within Block* (Which sizes the image so that you can see the whole picture, but this
may cause your layout to look uneven or untidy). 

Picture Covers Block 

Picture is Contained within Block 

To apply these changes to your website click on *Apply* 
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EDITING AND REMOVING A NEWS ARTICLE 

To edit a news article that you have already added click on the *Edit news article * button a list of all you news 
articles that you have added will then appear, find the news article you would like to edit and click on the 
*pencil* underneath Edit news article.

A drop down with all the news article information will then appear, where you will be able to edit everything 
from the Heading to the images. 

Once you have edited everything that you would have liked to edit click on the flashing *Edit news article * 
button 

To remove a news article click on the recycle bin underneath *Remove news article * a message will pop up 
asking if you are sure click on the block *Are you sure?* to permanently remove the news article. 
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